Quick Reference Publishing takes pride in the presentation
and easy access of our product. Our guides are designed
to fit in your pocket or backpack. QRP guides are
laminated, waterproof and durable so you can take them
anywhere you want to go!
We have assembled some of the world’s finest nature
photographers who have dedicated their lives to recording
and capturing these indigenous species in their habitat.
All our guides are written to be scientifically accurate
and we maintain that they should be easy to read and
understand to make them accessible to everyone.
AdventureKEEN works to connect you with your local
market by publishing books that help everyone
appreciate the outdoor world. We aim to give readers
healthy, fun ways to engage with local parks, trails,
rivers, and more. This improves the lives of readers,
nature lovers, and independent retailers, fostering a
reverence for nature and a protective mindset toward
maintaining our green spaces and wild places for future
generations.

The Heritage behind the Fisher Wildlife division of
Songbird Essentials - Each piece is carefully cast from the
original carving by Randy & Elaine Fisher, and are painted
under the artist’s supervision. The Fishers, from Cape
Cod, Massachusetts, are award winning carvers and have
devoted the past twenty years to carving realistic birds.

Contant your local representative or Gift Essentials
The Family of

800-288-0029
sales@giftessentials.com
www.giftessentials.com

Wild Bird Christmas Tree
Birds of your State Design

The Gift Essentials handmade,
blown glass ornament line was
founded by Margaret Cobane. She
has been designing blown glass
ornaments for 20 years.
Margaret designs the ornaments and a chosen artisan
first creates a sculpture which must be approved
by Margaret before a glass mold is made. From
Margaret's color design another factory artisan hand
paints the glass mold, to create the original blown
glass ornament sample. These are then hand blown
and painted by talented craftsmen who have learned
that the Cobane painted ornaments are the most
lifelike and accurate wild birds and animals (as well as
fun Holiday Presents) available in the world.
The resulting birds have graced the cover of the
National Wildlife Federation Catalog for many years.
Margaret continues to create the new designs for Gift
Essentials.

Create a breathtaking product display with birds of
your state hand-picked by our birding experts and
designed for your location.
We offer over 100 wild bird ornaments from the
Cobane, Fisher Wildlife and BrushArt™ by Gift
Essentials collections which cover all artistic
preferences and budgets.
Customers will love creating their own tree featuring
birds they have seen in their very own backyard.
Advanced birders will enjoy going beyond their
backyard and adding the rare and uncommon birds
they have spotted.
Add Field Guides, Pocket Guides, and Playing Cards to
enhance the selling opportunity.
NOW is the time to plan for Christmas 2020!
Let me put a package together for you.

BrushArt™ animals are the “Original – Real Buri”.
Originally sourced from villagers in the Philippines by
Vera and John Whalen. We still source the Brush Art
Products from the same village.
Each BrushArt™ creation is hand made from the
most superabundant and self-regenerating of natural
materials. Most important to a BrushArt™ animal
is the buri sugar palm. This tall palm tree, common
throughout the Philippines, has many uses: but it is
the long, thick leaf stems that provide the fiber from
which the body of a BrushArt™ animal is made.
BrushArt™ animals make delightful and imaginative
gifts. You can bend them into different lifelike
positions—just hold firmly between your palms and
twist!

